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Letter From the Editor
Dear friend,
This is my last letter in the position of Editor-in-Chief with Calliope. I am
graduating in one week and leaving the journal. When I first launched this
project two years ago, I did not know where it would lead me. Throughout
these years, I have met brilliant people and received a lot of support. The
project was successful thanks to these people. It was our love for art and
writing that united us all.
But right now, this part of the world where the journal's team comes from is
going through one of the darkest episodes in its history. So many lives have
already been destroyed by the Russo-Ukrainian. The days before February 24,
2022, now seem impossible. I thought the global pandemic was the hardest
thing for us to overcome. Oh boy, how wrong was I!
Despite everything, we have to believe that a peaceful future is possible.
Humans make sense of the world through art in which they can reflect on
their experiences or seek the truth. The past is not forgotten because people
tell stories from one generation to another.
With the hope that this student journal will keep telling stories and making
sense of reality, I am publishing Vol. 3. As planned, the common theme of
nostalgia unites all four works. But also, unintentionally (and yet so terribly
appropriate for the time), so does the feelings of sorrow, loss, and pain.
I will be looking forward to seeing the next volume from the perspective of a
reader. I wish the best for Calliope's future team, artists, and readers.

Polina Gracheva
Editor-in-Chief
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I Wish We Were Soulmates
In This Life
Miroslava Yarkova

Random thoughts rise in my mind
And burst in a tearful lullaby
The splendid time of you and I
Appreciation is enshrined
It’s my confession to reveal
I’ve never seen thy strongest will
To care for the love to live
Expressing in deepest notes
Emerging in the sweetest tones
Departing into Paradise
With soulful soul and heartfelt mind
I stand in the shadow of your path
And eat my tears while seeing that.
My world cannot explain how I
Wish we were soulmates in this life.
November, 2021
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No Quarter
Dariya Ismailova

I want home,
To go back,
To return...
To the place where I was born,
Once loved but then torn
Apart again and again
Until they saw rain
Of my tears,
My fears.
To the place where I was raised,
If they're happy, I was praised,
If they're not, I was the reason What is this, if not a prison?
To the place where I grew up,
Always wanted to throw up Never ate, nor drank,
Nor breathed in,
Was very thin
And dark.
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To the place where I almost died:
At least three times almost killed,
Twice - almost murdered,
Once committed suicide.
They saw my pain,
My bruises,
Wounds, blood It did not stop them,
They did not stop.
How can I want to be back?
Do I want to be killed?
Do I want to go mad?
Do I want to be filled
With oceans of pain?
Do I want to see
The bruises,
Wounds, blood again?
Will this time stop them?
Will they ever stop?
Oh dear friend, do you see?
Do you hear me now?
Do you feel how
I want, oh dear,
To disappear?
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The Sunsets and The Dawns
of Klaipeda
Polina Gracheva

Sunsets by the seaside used to be about getting enchanted
with the sky. The vibrant colors would strike right through my
heart - pink, yellow, peachy, and scarlet clouds against the
vastness of the light-blue and minty sky. Inhaling the light was
like drinking sparkling beverages. The colors would burst like
small stars on my lips and my tongue, mix with my blood, and
run down my vains. I would become the light myself, and the sky
embraced me wholeheartedly.
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Polina Gracheva
February 2019

Polina Gracheva
June 2020

Sunsets in the city of Klaipeda used to be about desperately
searching for the true love like in books or movies. The sunsets
felt unreal and eternal and so, more real than anything else. The
sunsets were bound to be the only possible moments when the
true love was possible. The love from which you burn to ashes and then arise like a phoenix into the still burning sky where
swift birds dance with you. The love that speaks a universal
language, transforming your feelings into heartbeats as if you
are playing a Morse code game:
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Polina Gracheva
October 2020

Dawns in LCC's dormitory used to be about working hard early in the
morning to achieve the boldest dreams and aspirations. Silent halls, the
discreet scent of herbal tea with mint and lemongrass that floats across an
empty common kitchen, the hot cup in my hands that fuels my
determination to never give up. I would type my essay for the Academic
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Writing class or the Research Methods class while watching the buildings
across the road getting painted with pink and scarlet colors. Birds would
start chirping louder and louder. Then, finally, the sunrays would reflect in
the buildings' windows as if the whole neighborhood was on fire. And I
would hold my breath seeing the world waking up to join me.
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Sunsets in LCC's dormitory used to be about sharing the magical
moments with one of my good friends (who also was my roommate for the
whole year). When we had just moved in, we wanted to turn the windowsill
into the space of art and aesthetics. The sky seemed to agree with us and
would manifest its support in the form of splashes of colors dancing
across the sky and slowly fading into the darkness. We would often turn on
the small lights and watch the twilight slowly filling up the room with
calmness and melancholy. During the sunsets, I felt that my friend and I
were the only humans who existed in the world at that particular moment.
We did not need words to feel connected. The ancient power of the sunsets
connected our souls, and this connection could not be broken.
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Polina Gracheva by Vera Dubouskaya
December 2020

Dawns in my rented flat in Klaipeda used to be about learning to be
alone. I would wake up at the dawn seeing the scarlet shades of the
newborn sun turning into orange and golden waves tilting against my
building. I felt like I could touch these solid colors as if they were portals to
guide me to different lives that I could have had. Living with my family,
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Polina Gracheva
September 2021

my best friend, or my lover. Going to a different school or working in a
different country. I would still choose to stay in this life - all alone - and
feel the warmth of the dawn on my face. The sky in Klaipeda became my
soulmate, and who knows where I will meet its gaze next time?
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You're Not Alone Anymore
Laurita Emilija-Jekaterina Vabuolaitė

The afterlife isn't real
For me it's darkness and worms
A wooden box surrounded by dirt
And the people that dwell there
Are just soil for the ground to feed on
Nonetheless,
I wish for Hell to exist
Just so I could know
That the damned soul of my father
Roams its realm
That he cries and suffers
And begs
And regrets everything he has done
I wish to join him
I wish to cry and beg
And regret
For I am the same being
Born of a different gender
From the same flower of evil
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We are cursed sinners and abusers
We feed on the innocent
And crawl out of televisions
To make you believe
That those horror films
Those nightmares that haunt you
Are as real as the flesh
We seek to eat
As real as the blood
We wish to consume
And spill
And suck
Until you are just a bag of meat
Covered in white
Just like we'll be
On our last day

And on my last day
When I swim through the Styx
I want to meet my father on the
shore
Waiting for me
Just to jump into his arms
And cry
Cry like the small child I was
When he left this Earth
And say what I never got to
"I'm sorry for all I've done"
For I never knew the struggles
Of being a living hellhound
For I never knew that the monster
inside me
Could cry itself to sleep
That love and hate feel the same
Only one tastes sweeter
For I am you
And you are I
Yet you'll comfort me in a way
They would never understand
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